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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a stationary or an intrinsic Gaussian random field with a vario-
gram depending on a finite number of parameters. Maximum likelihood is
a well known way to estimate these parameters. Because of the computa-
tional difficulties in optimizing the likelihood function of a Gaussian
random field, Whittle (1954) gave a spectral approximation to the log-
likelihood. Guyon (1982) modified Whittle’s approximation to give an
efficient asymptotically normal estimator for the parameters of the
covariance function of a stationary Gaussian random field; see also Kent
and Mardia (1996). Ku nsch (1987) gave an extension to intrinsic Gaussian
random fields. For a conditional autoregresson model these estimators
reduce to moment estimators in which the theoretical and empirical semi-
variograms are matched for lags close to zero.
This paper gives a careful analysis of the spectral approximation for the
likelihood function of an intrinsic random field, complementing the
analysis of Kent and Mardia (1996) for a stationary random field. The
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methodology makes heavy use of the trace class norm. This method was
used by Kent and Mardia (1996) for stationary random fields, but needs
substantial modification to deal with the case of intrinsic random fields.
In Section 2 we set up the notation and describe the exact and spectral
log-likelihood functions for the increments of a conditional autoregressive
Gaussian random field. The main result in Section 3 gives bounds for the
first two derivatives of the difference between the exact and the spectral
log-likelihood functions. Some background notaion on matrix inequalities
and norms is established in Section 4. Section 5 contains the technical
results which are used to prove the main result in Section 3. Some discus-
sion of the results is given in Section 6.
2. INFERENCE FOR STATIONARY AND
INTRINSIC RANDOM FIELDS
2.1. Spectral Densities
Start with a spectral density f (|), | # (&?, ?)d, satisfying
c1(2?)&d |||2 f (|)c2 \|{0, (2.1)
where c1 and c2 are positive real numbers and |||2=dl=1 |[l ]
2. Thus f
has singularity at origin of order |||&2. This spectral density can be used
to define a random field on Z d, [xj : j # Z d], say. In d2 dimensions the
random field will be intrinsic (since  f (|) d|=), whereas in d>2
dimensions the random field will be stationary (since  f (|) d|<), but
with long-range dependence. For convenience we shall refer to a spectral
density and its corresponding random field as ‘‘intrinsic-like’’ in all dimen-
sions d1 if f satisfies (2.1). Let f (|)= f (|; %) depend on a vector of
unknown parameters % belonging to a real parameter space 3R p. In
either case (d2 or d>2) it is natural to make an inference about % using
increments of the random field.
Let [x j : j # Z d] be a random field generated by f with semivariogram
#(h), so that
E[xj&xj+h]=0 and 12E[xj&xj+h]
2=#(h).
Suppose it is required to estimate % on the basis of observations in a rec-
tangular region
D=[ j # Zd : 1 j[l ]n[l ], l=1, ..., d]
of size |D|=n[1]_ } } } _n[d]. Note that the components of each site j
in Z d are indicated by square brackets. For convenience the elements
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[xj : j # D] can be arranged as a vector x with the elemenets in lexico-
graphic order, say.
The semivariogram corresponding to the spectral density f (|) is defined
by
#(h)=(2?)&d | [1&eih } |] f (|) d|. (2.2)
Next define |D|_|D| Toeplitz matrix S, generated by minus the semi-
variogram of f, with elements
(S) jk=&#( j&k), j, k # D.
The matrix S represents a limited form of ‘‘covariance matrix.’’ If v is a
|D|_1 increment coefficient vector (i.e., j vj=0) then var(vTx)=vTSv
(see e.g. Cressie, 1993, p. 301). Since #(h) is a conditionally negative definite
function (see e.g. Cressie, 1993, p. 86), it follows that vTSv>0 for all non-
zero increment vectors v.
For inference about f we use increments of the random field. Let
v1, ..., v |D| &1 be a set of |D|&1 orthonormal increment coefficients. Set
V=(v1, ..., v |D|&1), a |D|_( |D|&1) column orthonormal matrix, so that
VTx has covariance matrix VTSV.
For the analysis later in this paper it is helpful to transform the
increments to keep the eigenvalues bounded away from 0 and . For this
purpose, consider a fixed function g which has the same order of singularity
of f, i.e. g(|)t |||&2 as |  0, and g(|){0 for |{0; e.g., for d=2,
g(|)=[4&2 cos(|[1])&2 cos(|[2])]&1, | # [&?, ?]2.
Then there exist two positive real numbers c1 and c2 (without loss of
generality the same as in (2.1)) such that for all |{0 in (&?, ?)d and all
% # 3,
0<c1g(|) f (|)c2 g(|). (2.3)
Let Sg denote the Toeplitz matrix generated by the semivariogram of g,
and set
B=VTSV, Bg=VTSgV. (2.4)
Note that g(|)>0 for all |{0, which implies that Bg is also a positive
definite matrix. Set y=B&12g V
Tx. Then y is a set of |D|&1 increment
random variables, with covariance matrix
Sy=var(y)=B&12g (V
TSV )B&12g =B
&12
g BB
&12
g . (2.5)
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The matrix Sy has eigenvalues bounded away from 0 to . To verify this
fact note that for any ( |D|&1) dimensional vector ’,
’TB’=(2?)&d | :
j1 , j2
:
k1 , k2
’k1 ’k2 vj1 k1 v j2 k2 e
i( j1&j2) } |f (|) d|
=(2?)&d | }:j, k ’k vjke
ij| }
2
f (|) d|
c2(2?)&d | }:j, k ’kv jke
ij| }
2
g(|) d|
=c2(2?)&d | :
j1 , j2
:
k1 , k2
’k1 ’k2 vj1 k1 vj2 k2 e
i( j1&j2) } |g(|) d|
=c2’TBg’.
Similarly, for any ’ it can be shown that ’TB’c1’TBg’. Hence
c1BgBc2Bg , in the usual ordering of positive definite matrices. Sub-
stituting this result in (2.5) gives c1I |D| &1Syc2I |D| &1 .
From (2.5), the exact log-likelihood function, lE , is given up to a con-
stant term by
&2lE(%)=log[det(B&12g BB
&12
g )]+y
TB12g B
&1B12g y.
2.2. The Conditional Autoregression Model
A spatial linear model common in applications is the conditional
autoregression (CAR) model of Besag (1974). A zero-mean Gaussian CAR
model on an infinite regular lattice Zd is defined by
E(xj | x" j)= :
m # N
;mx j+m and var(xj | x" j)=’
2,
where ‘‘" j ’’ denotes all sites in Zd except j, ;m=;&m , ’2 is a positive con-
stant, and N is a finite symmetric neighborhood of the origin with 0  N.
For this model it can be shown that the spectral density of the stationary
or intrinsic random field [xj : j # Zd] is given by (see Rosanov, 1967)
f (|)=’2 {1& :m # N ;m cos(m } |)=
&1
.
This spectral density defines a valid stationary or intrinsic random field
provided f (|) or |2f (|) is integrable over (&?, ?)d, respectively. For our
purposes we are interested in intrinsic-like spectral densities satisfying (2.1),
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which implies  ;m=1. In this case the spectral density can be rewritten
in the form
f (|)={ :m # N %m[1&cos(m } |)]=
&1
, (2.6)
where %m=;m ’2, m # N. For convenience set %m=0, m  N. Since
%h=%&h , each parameter is listed twice for h # N. Thus, it is useful to let
N$ denote a half-neighborhood of N, of size N, of size p say, satisfying
N$ & (&N$)=<, N$ _ (&N$)=N, and to let %=[%h : h # N$], a vector of
length p, denote the distinct values of the parameters.
2.3. The Whittle Approximation
In order to develop a spectral approximation for the log-likelihood func-
tion of a zero mean intrinsic-like Gaussian CAR random field, it is con-
venient to define a |D|_|D| matrix H by
(H) jk=%j&k j{k
(2.7)
(H)jj = & :
k{j, k # D
(H) jk .
In order to decompose H into simpler matrices, set
Dm=[ j # D: j+m # D],
for each m # N, and let Fm be a |D|_|Dm | matrix with elements
&1 if j=k
(Fm) jk={+1 if j=k+m (2.8)0 otherwise,
for j # D, k # Dm . Note that F Tm1=0 and
H= 12 :
m # N
%mFm F Tm .
Set
A=VTHV. (2.9)
In Section 5 below we show that A is approximately B&1. The argument
is based on the fact that with suitable modifications, H is a Toeplitz matrix
generated by 1f and S is a Toeplitz matrix generated by f.
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Define the spectral log-likelihood function lW by
&2lW(%)=(2?)&d |D| | log
f (|)
g(|)
d|+yTB12g AB
12
g y. (2.10)
See e.g. Kent and Mardia (1996) for the stationary case.
3. THE MAIN RESULT
Thus consider an intrinsic-like random field with spectral density f (|)
given by the CAR model (2.6). Let %0 be the true fixed value of %, from
which the data are generated, and let N(%0)/3/R p be a bounded
neighborhood of %0 on which the two essentially equivalent bounds (2.1)
and (2.3) hold. To simplify the presentation of derivative calculations, it is
convenient to use directional derivatives. Let : # R p be a fixed unit vector
of coefficients and let a prime denote the directional derivative in direction
:, e.g.
f $(|)= :
j # N$
:j

%j
f (|) and f "(|)= :
j, k # N$
: j:k
2
%j %k
f (|).
Under the CAR model f $f and f "f are bounded continuous functions of
% for |{0. That is, there exist two positive real numbers d1 and d2 such
that, for all % # N(%0), for all : with |:|=1, and for all |{0 in (&?, ?)d,
| f $(|)|d1 f (|) and | f "(|)|d2 f (|). (3.1)
Using the directional derivative notation the first two derivatives of
lE (%) and lW(%) can be rewritten as
&2l $E (%)=tr(B&1B$)+yTB12g (&B
&1B$B&1) B12g y, (3.2)
&2l"E (%)=tr(B&1B"&B&1B$B&1B$)
+yTB12g (&B
&1B"B&1+2B&1B$B&1B$B&1) B12g y (3.3)
&2l $W(%)=(2?)&d |D| |
f $(|)
f (|)
d|+yTB12g A$B
12
g y, (3.4)
&2l"W(%)=(2?)&d |D| | _ f "(|)f (|) &\
f $(|)
f (|) +
2
& d|+yTB12g A"B12g y. (3.5)
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For convenience we sometimes write l$(%)=l(1)(%) and l"(%)=l (2)(%).
Set
n[l ]=r } m[l ], l=1, ..., d,
for fixed integers m[l ], and let r  . The next theorem is the key result
of the paper and shows approximate equivalence between the first two
derivatives of lE (%) and lW(%).
Theorem 3.1. The difference between the exact and the spectral log-
likelihood functions, after taking first or second directional derivatives with
respect to %, can be written in the form
l (i )E (%)&l
(i )
W(%)=} i (%)+Wi (%), i=1, 2,
where the }i (%) are constants and the Wi (%) are zero-mean random variables,
i=1, 2, each depending on : and % and satisfying
}i (%)=O(rd&1) and Wi (%)=OP(r(d&1)2)
as r  , uniformly over directions : and over parameters % # N(%0).
Proof. Set
G=B12g (A&B
&1)B12g , (3.6)
and let G(i ), i=1, 2, denote the i th directional derivative of G with respect
to %. Using the representations (3.2) to (3.5) we can write
&2[l (i )E (%)&l
(i )
W(%)]=; i (%)+y
TG (i )y, i=1, 2,
where
;1(%)=tr(B&1B$)&(2?)&d |D| |
f $(|)
f (|)
d|
(3.7)
;2(%)=tr(B&1B"&B&1B$B&1B$)&(2?)&d |D| | _ f "(|)f (|) &\
f $(|)
f (|) +
2
& d|.
In Section 5 below we will show that
;i (%)=O(rd&1), &G(i )&1=O(rd&1), and &G(i )&=O(1),
where the norms & }&1 and & }& are discussed in Section 4. The theorem
then follows from Lemma 4.1 on the behavior of quadratic forms with
}i (%)=& 12;i (%)+O(&G
(i )&1). K
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The rest of the paper will give the details of the proof of this result. The
implications for maximum likelihood estimates and a few other comments
are given in Section 6.
4. BACKGROUND RESULTS
Let A be an n_m matrix of rank r with singular value decomposition
A=UMVT, where U(n_r) and V(m_r) are column orthonormal matrices
(UTU=VTV=Ir) and M=diag(+j) is an r_r diagonal matrix with
positive entries +j called singular values. If m=n so that A is square, then
A also has n eigenvalues [*j] satisfying |A&*I |=0. Note that for sym-
metric matrices +j =|*j | up to the order in which the singular value and
eigenvalues are listed, though not in general for asymmetric matrices.
Throughout this paper the following notations will be used to pick out
the largest eigenvalues and the largest singular value of a matrix.
*max(A)=maximum eigenvalue of A,
*ma(A)=maximum absolute eigenvalue of A,
+max(A)=maximum singular value of A.
Note that eigenvalues are defined only for square matrices whereas the
largest singular value is defined for any rectangular matrix A. For any
square matrix A
*max(A)*ma(A)+max(A). (4.1)
If A is symmetric then *ma(A)=+max(A). In addition, if A is positive
definite, then equality holds in (4.1). Further, for any two matrices
A(n_m) and B(m_n),
+max(AB)+max(A) +max(B).
Some properties of *ma which will be used later are as follows:
(i) *ma(AB)=*ma(BA),
(ii) *ma(A+B)*ma(A)+*ma(B),
(iii) If A and B are symmetric positive definite then *ma(AB)
*ma(A) *ma(B).
Let A be any n_m matrix. For our purposes there are two matrix norms
of interest. The ‘‘uniform norm’’ of a matrix A is defined by
&A&=+max(A)=*12max(A
TA).
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Note that if A is a symmetric matrix, then &A&=+max(A)=*ma(A). The
second norm of interest is the ‘‘trace class norm,’’ defined by
&A&1=:
j
+ j .
Some properties of the trace class norm are given below for matrices of
compatible dimensions.
(a) &:A&1=|:| &A&1 for : # R,
(b) |tr(BAC)|&B& &C& &A&1 ,
(c) &A+B&1&A&1+&B&1 ,
(d) &A&1*ma(A) } rank(A).
For a proof of these properties see e.g. Kent and Mardia (1996).
If A is a symmetric positive definite matrix it has a spectral decomposi-
tion A=U4UT where 4=diag(*j) is diagonal and U is an orthogonal
matrix. The symmetric positive definite square root of A is defined by
A12=U412UT, where 412=diag(*12j ), with A
&12=U4&12UT.
The next lemma gives bounds on quadratic forms. It extends a similar
result in Kent and Mardia (1996).
Lemma 4.1. For n1 let ytN(0, 7n) be a multivariate normal random
vector with covariance matrix 7n in dimension dn varying with n, and let An
be a nonzero symmetric dn_dn matrix. Suppose the largest eigenvalues of 7n
and An are bounded as n  . Then
yTAny=;n+Wn ,
where ;n is a constant and Wn is a zero-mean random variable satisfying
;n=O(&An&1) and Wn=OP(&An&121 ).
Proof. Transform to standardized variables z=7&12n y and set
Bn=712n An7
12
n so that y
TAn y=zTBnz. If the largest eigenvalue of 7n is
bounded by c<, say, note that &712n &c
12, &Bn&1c &An&1 , and
&Bn&c &An& .
Denote the eigenvalues of Bn by *n; j , j=1, ..., dn . Without loss of
generality suppose Bn is diagonal (else rotate the coordinate system of z to
a basis of eigenvectors of Bn). Then zTBnz= *n; jz2j is a weighted sum
of /21 variables with mean  *n; j=tr(Bn) and variance 2  *
2
n; j . Also,
&Bn&1= |*n; j | . Then
zTBnz=: *n; j+: *n; j (z2j &1)
=;n+Wn ,
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say. Clearly |;n |=|tr(Bn)|&Bn&1=O(&An&1), E(Wn)=0, and
var(Wn)=2 : *2n; j2*ma(Bn) : |*n; j |=O(&An&1).
Hence by Chebyshev’s inequality Wn=OP(&An&121 ). K
5. TECHNICAL RESULTS
This section contains a series of some lemmas which will complete the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
Let .(|)=h # Z d .he
ih } | be a real-valued periodic function of
| # (&?, ?)d, with .h=.&h . A |D|_|D| Toeplitz matrix T(.) generated
by . can be defined by
(T(.)) jk=.j&k , j, k # D.
When working with intrinsic-like random fields two modifications of a
Toeplitz matrix are needed.
(a) It is sometimes useful to adjust the Toeplitz matrices so the rows
and columns add to 0. That is, define T*(.) as above but with the
diagonal elements modified to
(T*(.)) jj = & :
k{j
k # D
.j&k .
In the notation of Subsection 2.3, H=T*(1f ). Since the row and column
sums of H are 0, it follows that HVVT=H, a result which will be impor-
tant later.
(b) If f0 is a function for which (&?, ?)d |2 | f0(|)| d| is integrable,
then a Toeplitz matrix T**( f0) can be defined using the ‘‘semivariogram,’’
i.e.,
(T**( f0)) jk= &#0( j&k),
where
#0(h)=(2?)&d |
(&?, ?)
(1&eih } |) f0(|) d|.
The matrix S=T**( f ) was used in the construction of exact log-
likelihood through B=V TSV in (2.4).
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Next let .(|) have a finite Fourier expansion .(|)=.0+h # N .heih } |
where .h=.&h , .0=&h # N .h , so that .(|)=O(|2) as |  0.
Suppose  |2 | f (|)| d|<. Then .(|) f0(|) is an integrable function
and so has a standard Fourier expansion. Let T(.f0) denote the Toeplitz
matrix generated by .(|) f0(|). Then the following lemma compares
T*(.) T**( f0) with T(.f0) as r  .
Lemma 5.1.
rank(T*(.) T**( f0)&T(.f0))=O(rd&1).
Proof. For convenience set 8=T*(.), S0=T**( f0), and 9=T(.f0),
and let #0(h) denote the semivariogram based on f0 . Note that the j th
Fourier coefficient of .(|) f0(|) is given by
(2?)&d | .(|) f (|) eij } | d|
=(2?)&d | _ :h # N .h(e
ih } |&1)& f0(|) eij } | d|
=(2?)&d :
h # N
.h | [(ei( j+h) } |&1)&(e ij } |&1)] f0(|) d|
= :
h # N
.h[#0( j+h)&#0( j)]
= :
h # N
.h[#0( j&h)&#0( j)]
= :
h # N0
.h#0( j&h)
=(. V #) j ,
where N0=N _ [0]. Thus (9) jk=(. V #0) j&k . Further, for each j, k # D,
satisfying j+ND,
(8S0) jk= :
r # D
(8) jr (S0)rk
=& :
r # D
.j&r#0(r&k)
=& :
h # N0
.h#0( j&k&h)
=(&. V #0) j&k
=(9)jk .
In going from the first to the second line, note that 8jj=.0 since j+N/D.
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Next set h*=max[ |h[l ]| : h # N, l=1, ..., d] to be the ‘‘radius’’ of N.
Note that j+N/D unless j is near the boundary of D. In particular, the
number of rows j for which j+N is not a subset of D is less than or equal
to 2dh* max[n[l ] : l=1, ..., d]d&1=O(rd&1). Therefore, (8S0) jk=9 jk
except in at most O(rd&1) rows. K
Note that the bound in Lemma 5.1 depends on the radius h* of the
neighborhood N.
Corollary 5.1. For A and B given by (2.9) and (2.4),
(i) rank(AB&I)=O(rd&1),
(ii) rank(A$B+AB$)=O(rd&1),
(iii) rank(A"B+2A$B$+AB")=O(rd&1).
Proof. (i) Using Lemma 5.1 with .(|)=1f (|), it follows that
(HS) jk=$ j&k except in at most O(rd&1) rows. That is, HS&I=0 except
for at most O(rd&1) rows. Therefore
rank(HS&I)=O(rd&1).
Using the identities VTV=I and HVV T=H implies that
rank(AB&I)=rank[VT(HVV TS&I )V],
rank(HS&I),
=O(rd&1).
By differentiating HS&I, the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are straightforward. K
Lemma 5.2. For all m # N the matrices F TmSFm have eigenvalues bounded by
*ma(F TmSFm)c2 } |m|
2,
where |m|2=di=1 m[l ]
2, Fm is defined by (2.8), and c2 is given in (2.1).
Proof. For each j1 , j2 # Dm ,
(F TmSFm) j1 , j2= :
k1 , k2
(Fm) j1k1 Sk1k2(Fm) j2k2
=S j1 , j2+Sj1&m, j2&m&Sj1 , j2&m&Sj1&m, j2
=| [ei( j1&j2) } |+ei( j1&j2) } |
&ei( j1&j2+m) } |&ei( j1&j2&m) } |] f (|) d|
=| ei( j1&j2) } | |1&eim } ||2 f (|) d|. (5.1)
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Therefore for each fixed ’,
’T(F TmSFm)’= :
j1 , j2 # Dm
’j1 ’j2(F
T
mSFm) j1 , j2
=(2?)&d | } :j # Dm ’ je
ij } | }
2
|1&eim } ||2 f (|) d|
(2?)&d | } :j # Dm ’j e
ij } | }
2
|m|2 |||2 f (|) d|,
because |1&eim } || 2|m } ||2. From (2.1), (2?)&d |||2 f (|)c2 , thus
’T(F TmSFm)’c2 |m|
2 | } :j # Dm ’ je
ij } | }
2
d|
=c2 |m| 2 |’|2.
Since this bound holds for all ’, the lemma follows. K
Corollary 5.2. For A and B defined in (2.9) and (2.4),
&B12A(i )B12&=O(1), i=0, 1, 2.
Proof. Note that A(0)=A=m # N %m FmF Tm , A
(1)= :m FmF Tm , and
A(2)=0. For the case i=0,
&B12AB12&="B12VT : %mFmF TmVB12"
: |%m | &B12VTFmF TmVB12&
=: |%m | &F TmVBVTFm&
=: |%m | &F TmSFm&
=O(1),
from Lemma 5.2. The proof for the case i=1 is similar. The case i=2 is
obvious. K
Lemma 5.3. Let f1 and f2 be two functions on (&?, ?)d satisfying
| f1(|)|cf2(|)=O( |||&2).
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Set S i=T**( fi) and Bi=VTSi V, i=1, 2. Then
*ma(B&122 B1B
&12
2 )c.
Proof. The proof mimics the argument below (2.5) and is left for the
reader. K
Corollary 5.3.
&B&12B(i)B&12&=O(1), i=0, 1, 2.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from Lemma 5.3 and (3.1). K
Lemma 5.4. Let . and f0 satisfy the conditions in the paragraph above
Lemma 5.1. Then
(a) tr[(T*(.) T**( f )&T(.f ))]=O(rd&1),
(b) tr[VT(T*(.) VV TT**( f )V&VTT(.f ))V]=O(rd&1).
Proof. (a)
tr[(T*(.) T**( f )]
= 12 tr _ :m # N .m(F
T
mSFm)&
= 12 :
m # N
.m tr(F TmSFm)
= 12 :
m # N
.m :
j # Dm
(F TmSFm) jj
= 12 (2?)
&d :
m # N
.m |Dm | | |1&eim } ||2 f (|) d| (from (5.1))
=(2?)&d |D| :
m # N
.m | [1&cos(m } |)] f (|) d|+O(rd&1)
=|D| :
m # N
.m#m+O(rd&1)
=tr[T(.f )]+O(rd&1).
Since VVT=I&(1|D| ) 11T, T*(.)VV T=T*(.), and T(.f ) is
uniformly bounded, the proof of part (b) is straightforward. K
The next lemma together with Lemma 4.1 shows that the difference
between quadratic parts of the exact and spectral log-likelihoods is
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bounded, and the case is similar for their first two derivatives. Recall that
G(i ), i=0, 1, 2, denotes G and the first two directional derivatives of G
defined in (3.6).
Lemma 5.5. For all i=0, 1, 2, &G(i )&1=O(rd&1) and &G(i )&=O(rd&1).
Proof. For simplicity define
Gi =B12B&12g G
(i )B&12g B
12; i=0, 1, 2.
Since
&B12g B
&12&=+max(B12g B
&12)
=*12max(B
&12BgB&12)
=&B&12BgB&12&12
=c&121
(use Lemma 5.3 with f1=g, f2= f, and c=1c1 from (2.3)), it is enough to
prove &Gi &1=O(rd&1), i=0, 1, 2. To establish these bounds, it will be
shown that rank(Gi)=O(rd&1) and *ma(Gi)c$2<.
For the case i=0, from Corollary 5.1
rank(G0)=rank(B12AB12&I |D|&1)
=rank[B12(AB&I) B&12]
=rank(AB&I)
=O(rd&1).
For the case i=1,
rank(G1)=rank[B12(A$+B&1B$B&1) B12]
rank[B12(A$+B&1B$A) B12]
+rank[B12(B&1B$B&1&B&1B$A) B12]
=rank(BA$+B$A)+rank[B$(B&1&A)]
rank(BA$+B$A)+rank(B&1&A)
=rank(BA$+B$A)+rank(AB&I)
=O(rd&1).
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For the case i=2,
rank(G2)=rank[B12A"B12&2(B&12B$B&12)2+B&12B"B&12]
=rank(A"B&2B&1B$B&1B$+B&1B"). (5.2)
From part (iii) of Corollary 5.1,
rank(A"B+2A$B$+AB")=O(rd&1).
Replacing A by B&1 and A$ by &B&1B$B&1 changes the rank by at most
O(rd&1) and yields the matrices in (5.2). Hence rank(G2)=O(rd&1).
Next we prove that the maximum absolute eigenvalues of G(i), i=0, 1, 2,
are bounded. Let A(i) be the i th directional derivative of A with respect
to %. Since
A(i)=V TH (i)V= :
m # N
% (i)m V
TFmF TmV, i=0, 1, 2,
it follows that
*ma(B12A(i)B12)=*ma \ :m # N %
(i)
m B
12VTFm F TmVB
12+
 :
m # N
|% (i)m | *ma(B
12VTFmF TmVB
12)
= :
m # N
|% (i)m | *ma(F
T
mSFm) (because VV
TFm=Fm)
c2 :
m # N
|m| 2 |% (i)m | (by Lemma 5.2)
c$2 .
Hence
*ma(G0)=*ma(B12AB12&I)*ma(B12AB12)+*ma(I)c$2+1<,
as required.
The proof for G1 and G2 proceeds similarly, by using the bounds
| f $|d1 f and | f "|d2 f from (3.1), applying Lemma 5.3 and Corollaries
5.2 and 5.3, and noting that the product of two uniformly bounded
matrices is uniformly bounded. K
The next lemma will show that the first two derivatives of the deter-
ministic parts of the exact and the spectral log-likelihoods are equal up to
the appropriate order.
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Lemma 5.6. Let f be the spectral density of an intrinsic-like CAR model.
Then the bias term ;i (%) defined in (3.7) satisfies
|;i (%)|=O(rd&1), i=1, 2,
as r   uniformly in % for % # N(%0) and unit vectors :.
Proofs. For the case i=1,
|;1(%)= } tr(B&1B$)&(2?)&d |D| | f $(|)f (|) d| }
|tr(B&1B$)+tr(BA$)|+ } tr(BA$)+(2?)&d |D| | f $(|)f (|) d| } (5.3)
Set u(|)=1f (|)=m # N %m[1&cos(m } |)]. Then u$(|)=m # N :m[1&
cos(m } |)]. Similar to H in (2.7), H$= 12 m # N :mFmF
T
m . Hence by
Lemma 5.4,
tr(BA$)=tr[(VTSV)(VTH$V )]
=(2?)&d |D| | u$(|) f (|) d|+O(rd&1)
=&(2?)&d |D| |
f $(|)
f (|)
d|+O(rd&1) (since u$f =&uf $).
Combining this result with
|tr(B&1B$)+tr(BA$)|=|tr[B12(B&1B$B&1+A$) B12]|&G1&1=O(rd&1)
in (5.3) completes the proof.
For the case i=2,
;2(%)=tr(B&1B"&B&1B$B&1B$)&(2?)&d |D| | _ f "(|)f (|) &\
f $(|)
f (|) +
2
& d|.
From Lemma 5.5, &B12AB12&I |D|&1&1=&G (0)&1=O(rd&1). Also from
Corollary 5.3, &B&12B"B&12&=O(1). So
tr(B&1B")=tr(B&12B"B&12 } I |D|&1),
=tr(B&12B"B&12B12AB12)+O(rd&1),
=tr(B"A)+O(rd&1),
=(2?)&d |D| |
f "(|)
f (|)
d|+O(rd&1)
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(from Lemma 5.4), where the last line follows by an argument similar to
Lemma 5.6. From Lemma 5.5,
&B12A$B12+B&12B$B&12&1
=&B12(A$+B&1B$B&1)B12&1=&G (1)&1=O(rd&1).
Also from Corollary 5.3, &B&12B$B&12&=O(1). So
tr(B&1B$B&1B$)=tr(B&12B$B&12B&12B$B&12)
=&tr(B&12B$B&12B12A$B12)+O(rd&1)
=&tr(B$A$)+O(rd&1)
=&|D| | u$(|) f $(|) d|+O(rd&1)
(from Lemma 5.4),
=(2?)&d |D| | \ f $(|)f (|) +
2
d|+O(rd&1). K
6. DISCUSSION
1. The usual approach to maximum likelihood estimation involves
showing that the exact MLE % E is asymptotically normally distributed with
(% E&%0)tNp(0, [ |D| J(%0)]&1),
where |D| is the sample size and J(%0) is the Fisher information matrix per
observation. This property holds in the setting of this paper, but is difficult
to verify in theory and to use in practice because the exact likelihood is
messy to calculate. Therefore a Whittle approximation can be introduced
which depends on the data only through the sample semivariogram.
Unfortunately, the Whittle likelihood leads to a biased score function
and a biased estimator due to boundary effects. However, this bias can be
corrected to given an ‘‘adjusted Whittle score function’’ and associated
estimator % A . It turns out that % A is asymptotically equivalent to % E . In the
next paragraphs we show how Theorem 3.1 can be used to help verify these
statements.
2. From general properties of likelihood, the exact score function
uE (%)=lE (%)% has mean 0 at %=%0 . Thus from Theorem 3.1, the spectral
score function uW (%)=lW (%)% has a bias of order O(rd&1). For d2,
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this bias has the same order of magnitude or dominates the standard error
of lW (%)%, which is O(rd2). Hence the spectral maximum likelihood
estimate % W , defined to maximize the spectral log-likelihood function, will
be biased when d2, though it is still consistent.
3. Ku nsch (1987) showed how to correct the bias of the score func-
tion to give an adjusted spectral estimate which is asymptotically unbiased
as r  . His construction is as follows. It is straightforward to verify that
the spectral log-likelihood lW in (2.10) can be written more directly as
lW (%)=&
1
2 {(2?)&d |D| | log[ f (|)g(|)] d|+2 :h # N$ %h |Dh | G(h)= ,
where G(h) is the sample semivariogram,
G(h)=
1
2 |Dh |
:
j # Dh
(xj &xj+h)2.
Using the fact the log f =&log[1f ], the Whittle score function is given
by the vector
uW (%)={12 (2?)&d |D| |
[1f (|)]
%h
f (|) d|&|Dh | G(h) : h # N$= .
If |D| is replaced by |Dh | in the normalizing constant and the derivative is
simplified using (2.6) (remembering that the neighborhood N is twice the
size of N$), an ‘‘adjusted’’ Whittle score function is obtained,
uA(%)={(2?)&d |Dh | | [1&cos(h } |)] f (|) d|&|Dh | G(h) : h # N$= ,
which is unbiased, EuA(%0)=0, from (2.2).
4. Thus three variants of maximum likelihood estimators can be
defined, % E , % W , and % A , by setting uE (%), uW (%), and uA(%) to 0, respec-
tively. Next we show that % A is asymptotically equivalent to % E . First, note
from Theorem 3.1 with i=2 and the definition of uA(%)%T that the
derivatives of all three score functions at %0 are asymptotically equivalent
to 2 |D| J(%0) where J(%) is a p_p information matrix with components
(J)h1 , h2=2(2?)
&d | [1&cos(h1 } |)][1&cos(h2 } |)] f 2(|) d|, h1 , h2 # N$.
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A Taylor-series expansion for the two estimators % E and % A yields
|D|12 (% E&% 0)=J(%0)&1 [ |D|&12 uE (%0)],
|D|12 (% A&% 0)=J(%0)&1 [ |D|&12 uA(%0)],
plus o(1) terms. Further, since the bias component has been removed from
uW (%0) to define uA(%0), Theorem 3.1 with i=1 shows that uA(%0)=uE (%0)
up to terms of order o( |D|12). Hence % E and % A are asymptotically equiv-
alent to one another.
5. The asymptotic normality of the components of the semivario-
gram, and hence of % E and % A , follows from a standard cumulant cal-
culation. Note that the intrinsic nature of the spectral density does not
adversely affect the order of the asymptotic variance of the maximum likeli-
hood estimates. The asymptotic variance of % E (and of % A) is given by
|D|&1 J(%0)&1, which has order O( |D| &1)=O(r&d)=O(1sample size), the
same order as for estimating parameters from a stationary random field.
6. Several key lemmas in the paper depend on the ranks of appropriate
matrices, which in turn depend on the radius of the neighborhood N.
Although it seems plausible that our results should extend to infinite-
neighborhood CAR random fields, subject to suitable regularity conditions
on the CAR coefficients, it has been difficult to adapt our proof method.
7. Similarly, it seems likely that these results should extend to higher
order intrinsic random fields of order q0 (for which  |||2q+2 f <).
However, it is not obvious how we should adapt our methodology, e.g., for
the definition of T*(.) in Section 5.
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